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Museum of Tolerance,
Opened in 1993,
The Educational Arm of SWC.
Museum Goals

Through state of the art exhibits, the Museum of Tolerance lets millions of visitors become *witnesses to history*, *puts a spotlight on the discrimination and inequities that are still part of our social fabric* and challenges us to confront prejudice, *including our own.*
One-To-One

A future-oriented, solutions-oriented, and strengths-based, bias-reduction program designed for offenders of bias/hate related misdemeanors and higher level crimes.

Age appropriate and content customization for: Youths and Adults

Whether part of a diversion program or condition of sentencing, probation, or parole, One-to-One is an alternative placement and specialized treatment for bias remediation.

DHS Grant funded FY 2021-2022 for all appropriate referrals.

Contact:
Dr. Linda Blanshay, Director of Program Development, Museum of Tolerance
lblanshay@wiesenthal.com
"Sometimes the brain needs a kick start... Unusual spaces force [the] brain to process inputs in novel ways, sprouting new connections and making synapses where none existed before."

Holocaust Exhibit
Point of View Diner
We the People History Timeline
Finding Our Families, Finding Ourselves
Para Todos Los Ninos
Select Special Speakers

Tim Zaal
Former White Supremacist

Renee Firestone
Holocaust Survivor

Dr. Terrence Roberts
One of the Little Rock Nine
One-To-One: The Program

Approximately 12 hours total:

• Interview and pre-survey to begin relationship and assess needs

• Customized facilitated exploration at the Museum (or virtually) designed to enhance understanding of human dignity and our collective responsibility to preserve it.

• Private Meeting with a special speaker (credible witness) from the targeted group or a former hate crimes offender who can dialogue and create context for the bias and its consequences.

• Coaching sessions using neuro-science based planning tools for goal-setting

• Essay, journal writing or artistic representation project on the experience presented to referring justice partner.
One-to-One Outcomes

- Increased willingness to assume responsibility for one’s actions
- Enhanced empathy toward others (target group and others)
- Improved understanding of the impact of bias/hate
- Strengthened resilience against biased activities
- Increased comfort in using and applying action-based tools to make positive changes
Community Justice Initiative, LACA

- CJI: A Lab for Innovative Justice Reform
- One-to-One: New Treatment Modality
- Intervening in Hate: The Need in LA today

Contact:
Camilo Cruz, Director, Community Justice Initiative, LA City Attorney’s Office
camilo.cruz@lacity.org
DHS OTVTP provides educational, technical, and financial assistance to establish and expand "Local Prevention Frameworks" that reduce the risks of targeted violence and terrorism. Through:

--- Partnerships and Trust
--- Awareness
--- Intervention (eg. SWC-MOT 1-to-1 Program, DHS grantee)

Contact:
Michael A. Brown, Associate Director Field Operations-West, U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office for Targeted Violence & Terrorism Prevention
michael.a.brown@hq.dhs.gov
NEXT STEPS: Seeking Your Input

• Content suggestions/recommendations?
• Reporting and evaluation requirements?

Linda Blanshay, Director of Program Development, Museum of Tolerance
lblanshay@wiesenthal.com
Camilo Cruz, Director, Community Justice Initiative, LA City Attorney’s Office
camilo.cruz@lacity.org
Michael A. Brown, Associate Director Field Operations-West, U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office for Targeted Violence & Terrorism Prevention
michael.a.brown@hq.dhs.gov